WJ defined by W^f-^Q, w,] so that W m = Wand W f has a presentation of the handle-attaching form (Wf-!, f~l(ui_-^ ; <p { ; ^,.) in the notation of Smale [7] . 
V) has no torsions.
The purpose of this paper is to prove The theorem above is a generalization of the theorem of connectivity of the space of functions without critical points established by Cerf [2] . Corollary 1 implies that two ordered minimal handle-decomposition on such a manifold become isotopic after some repeat of reorderings and handle-adding operations ; Agoston [1] has proved a weaker version of the uniqueness of the minimal handle-decomposition up to isotopy by using only the A-cobordism theorem, and he gave an example which showed that the torsion-freeness was indispensable to his uniqueness theorem and consequently to Corollary 1. We shall give another stronger counter-example, that is, an example of non-diffeomorphic minimal handle-decompositions in the appendix ( = §4). It is not difficult to find an example which shows the failure of the theorem when H*(W,V) has some torsion elements.
Theorem. Suppose that (W, V) satisfies the condition (*)
In fact, I acknowledge that Professor F. Laudenbach wrote me such an example. Corollary 2 would be useful in the study of 7r 0 (Diff(W, 7)). §1. Proof of Theorem
Assume that /" O^^l, is a smoothly parametrized family of excellent functions on (W, V) such that / 0 -/ and /=/'. Then, because the critical points are smoothly parametrized, the usual construction of the gradient-like vector field using a partition of unity gives a smoothly parametrized family of vector fields ?" O^^^l, so that every f, is a gradient-like vector field for f t . Let W iit denote the z-th filtration associated to/, and d+W iit = (f t )~1(u iit '). First of all, we note that, for any isotopy h t of W 9 fih t is a family of excellent functions that is, a path in ^°.
If V=<f>, it is easy to get an isotopy h n 0^^^2, of W such that f'°h 2 coincides with / on /" If VV=0 3 we may assume that / and /' coincide on f~l\_ -1, -2/3].
Remark that / and /' have no critical points of index 1, because Therefore, in both cases when V=$ or V^6, we may assume as a hypothesis of induction that the minimal excellent functions / and f coincide on/" 1 ( -00, i - 9 9 these two functions can be connected by a path of functions which have no critical points on
N(p) -H(p)
by the theorem of Cerf [2] . As a consequence, /' can be deformed by a path in J If we consider the manifold /~1[^ + l/3 3 oo), we have diminished the number of the critical points of index k with k^n -3; Therefore, by the induction on the number of the critical points of index k with k^n -3, we can obtain a path f t in J^° such that f(=f on f~l( -oo, z 0 + l/3] and /o=/', assuming that z" 0 is the heighest critical value of the index k Q where n=k Q + 3.
If we consider the minimal ordered excellent functions m -l-f and ra -1 -•/', we may assume in the same way that f( =f on Remark. If we review the proof, we have connected / and /' only by the following three types of paths in J^° : type (1) =a path given by adjusting the critical values, type (2) =a path of the form foh t where h t is an isotopy of W (in fact, we mentioned only on the isotopy defined on the submanifold of codimension 0 but it is easily extended on W), and type (3) =a path given by the theorem of Cerf ; we can easily reduce this case to the path of type (2) by using a smoothly parametrized vector fields. Hence, if / and /' have the same critical values from the beginning, we do not need the path of type (1) The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Theorem 2 of Birman [9] ; we have only to replace her J with our J in Lemma 3 and the symmetric matrices with skew-symmetric matrices. Now, we are in a position to prove Proposition. Since the following two matrices We can remark that the same proof can apply to obtain a 1-connected 5-manifold W with w 2 (W) =Q and H 2 (W) =Z/13@Z/13 which admits two different minimal nice functions / and /' such that there is no diffeomorphism h of W satisfying A (C/)' 1 (2 + 1/2)) =
